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Heat Pump Pad™
The Heat Pump Pad™ provides an effective
base for heat pump equipment installed in
snowy climates. Rather than a combination of
a typical 2” (or 3”) equipment pad and 6” heat
pump risers, the Heat Pump Pad™ provides
a full 8” of elevation in a simple 36” by 36”
footprint. The star pattern of the integral risers
allow for installation of equipment with different
size footprints up to 36” X 36”. Included with
the Heat Pump Pad™ are eight anti-vibration
pads uniquely designed to fit into the guide
slots on the top of the integral risers. The base
of the Heat Pump Pad™ is sloped outward
to allow for easy drainage of condensate or
defrost cycle condensate when the outdoor
coil is operating in heat pump mode. The Heat
Pump Pad™ easily nests allowing for efficient
shipping, transportation, and warehousing.
Injection molded from concrete gray, recycled
polypropylene material, the Heat Pump Pad™
is friendly to our environment, and designed
to last longer than the equipment it supports.
Patent(s) pending.
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About DiversiTech
DiversiTech Corporation is North America’s largest manufacturer of
equipment pads and a leading manufacturer and supplier of components
and related products for the heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and
refrigeration (HVACR) industry.
Headquartered in the Atlanta, GA metropolitan area, DiversiTech
manufactures a suite of products which includes a wide range of
mechanical, electrical, chemical, and structural parts for HVACR and
electrical systems, and swimming pool installations. The company
maintains manufacturing and distribution facilities in key U.S. locations,
Europe, and in the Far East. DiversiTech has enjoyed a continued history
of successful growth and has acquired industry-recognized names
including Devco® Enterprises, Wagner® Manufacturing, The Black Pad®,
Hef-T-Pad™, and Specialty Chemical.
Download an electronic version of this brochure at:
www.diversitech.com/literature/lit-fly-heat.pdf
DiversiTech Corporation
6650 Sugarloaf Parkway
Duluth, GA 30097
800.995.2222
678.542.3700 FAX
www.diversitech.com
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Heat Pump Pad™
Ideal for snowy climates, the new DiversiTech Heat Pump
Pad™ is the perfect solution for protecting equipment and
ensuring proper operation year round. The Heat Pump
Pad™ provides a full 8” clearance from ground level in a
compact 36” square footprint. Included with every Heat
Pump Pad™ are 8 anti-vibration pads, specifically molded
into slots in the pad to reduce vibration and provide quiet
operation of your equipment. The base of the pad is also
angled to direct melting snow or condensate away from
the unit and pad. Heat Pump Pads are made from recycled
polypropylene so they are ecofriendly and are built tough to
provide many years of service.
These pads also nest together
for easier transportation and
warehousing.
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Each Heat Pump Pad™ includes eight anti-vibration
pads stored underneath the pad for shipping.
During installation these pads are placed into
the special slots on top of the Heat Pump Pad™.

